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belit: I brought a few short
video clips, just as an icebreaker, which I will show you
now. [Shows two clips of the
Turkish film Sevmek Zamanı
(Time to Love) from 1965 [1],
a clip from Arizona Dream
(1992) [2], a clip from The Purple Rose of Cairo (1985) [3] and
a few seconds of a youtube
video [4], titled I deleted your
picture.]
belit: What’s the link between
these clips? In all of them
there is a relation between the
screen and the audience, the
screen and reality. There is an
attempt to engage with each
other, but the two turn out to

be incompatible. Or someone
who is on the audience side,
who is watching, tries to enter
the screen, to be part of the
screen. The first three ones
are all films, and they have
in common that they define
a binary, they negotiate what
it means for these binaries to
meet or clash with each other.
I found it very interesting to
put these four
next to each
other to see how
also film sees us
relate to images.
I started thinking and making
videos around
the image in
2014. I made my
[1]
first video essay
in that year, and
the image gazes
back. A starting point for this
video was that I
saw the beheading video, the execution video, of
James Foley. The
[2]
video was made
by ISIS. I was fascinated by it, the
two camera angles, how composed it was, the
microphone use,
the articulated
talking. I read
an article in the
[3]
Financial Times,
which compared the scene of
the video with a scene in the
film Se7en. I had seen the film,
but did not make the connection myself. The article didn’t
depict the two scenes, so I
took screen shots of both, and
compared them to each other.
[Shows screen shots of the ISIS
video and Se7en.] Here you
see the serial killer in Se7en,
who kills according to seven
deadly sins in the Bible. This
is the moment that the police
officer catches the serial killer. In Se7en we don’t see the
beheading, but realize that it
must have taken place—there
is a cut, and in the next scene
we see a box which contains
a head. Here you see a screen

shot from the ISIS execution
video. This is the US American journalist James Foley and
behind him Jihadi John from
ISIS, fundamentalist muslim,
who kills according to what
ISIS understands as muslim.
I looked at these two images
for a long time. [Skips fast between the two images which
creates a moving image and
brings out the aesthetic resemblance of the characters to
each other.] In and the image
gazes back I turned both images into background images,
and erased the figures in the
front [5]. Both, because I wanted to look at both their backgrounds, and also because I
didn’t want to look at those
violent images all the time –
in my videos I don’t want to
show images that are violent. I
want to talk about them. They
need to be talked about. But
the question is whether we can
find another type of image—is
there a way to talk about these
violent images, analyze them,
try to understand and feel
what they mean. But still go
for a different kind of image.
When I look at these two images, I think we are extremely
affected by what we see. But
in my eyes it is a really complicated relationship that we
see in these images. The orange jumpsuit, which James
Foley is wearing, is a direct
reference to Guantanamo Bay,
and it is a clear message to the
US. But it is not clear that ISIS
watched Se7en and re-staged
the scene of the film.
Kaya: How much time is between the two?
belit: Se7en is from 1995, and
the execution video is from
2014. But if you think about it,
Se7en is a very popular film,
so many people have watched
it. It is not so important if ISIS
watched or didn’t watch Se7en.
I am more interested in how
much and how unconsciously
images affect us. When I compare those two images, and go
back and forth between them...
I was reading this book and it
says that a painter constructs,
and a photographer discloses.
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They are using
the West’s fear.
belit: The resemblance
to Se7en ... I
wouldn’t say it
is very conscious
or planned. But
other execution
[4]
videos by ISIS,
when they execute a Syrian, it
never looks like this; it’s in a
rush, the camera is shaking, in
the dark, et cetera. With this
video though, the image making is very skilled.
Jana: It is a trained, very conscious image making.
belit: There is a microphone
in the scene. It is in Foley’s
jumpsuit, but only as long as
he speaks. But when Jihadi
John speaks, the microphone
in Foley’s jumpsuit is gone. So
there is a cut, during which
the microphone gets removed.
It really is a treatment or staging to the American or Western world.
Maria: I am just thinking
also about the temporal logic,
or temporality of images. Because of course the eye of the
viewer is implied in the image
production. So the American,
Western viewer eye is co-constructing this image. The addressing of this image is very
clear. And that I find very
fascinating, in the visual language that it speaks.
belit: Yes! Also, we hear stories, we tell stories, and at a
certain point we act them out.
Which is also a way to be part
of the image. How to create
these interactions, which aesthetics to use, et cetera—these
are very conscious decisions
and it shows the willingness
to be part of the image. There
is also a difference in the way
in which people stand in front
of the camera.
Jana: The consciousness of it?
belit: The consciousness, the
posing, the confidence of addressing.

And I feel this is also true for
a videographer, I also look and
try to understand what is in
the image, try to make links.
I don’t have a straight answer,
or conclusion. These two images are very telling in how
we relate to images. The first
four clips, which I showed you
tonight, they talk about this
barrier between the image and
reality, and the constant try
and failure of crossing these
boundaries. The two images
here are one of the moments
when this boundary is crossed
and blurred. In and the image
gazes back I also spoke about
this moment, when in 1989
in Romania, during the uprising against the CaeuŞescu
regime, people occupied the
television station. There was
this moment of being inside
the screen, and understanding
that the image is really powerful. In 1989, television was
of course very central for image making. [Shows two images. Reads from image:] “The
world is watching us.”
Amal: I just wanted to go back
to the ISIS video. Because you
spoke about how the lines are
blurred. In this case the lines,
also as in border lines, are literally blurred. This is a jihadi,
who has an English name, he
is called Jihadi John; in the desert, although it is so far away
from the West, still the West
is present there. I also remembered watching it and thinking, and this is horrific to say,
that it is so conceptualized.
Susan: What do you mean by
conceptualized?
Amal: The concept of using
American references. They
—
thought about it.
Kaya: Yes, it is very stylized!
belit: I also brought images of
Amal: Yes, and also they
know what the other’s fear is. CNN from the coup attempt
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in Turkey. The army tried to
take over the state television
and made the presenter of
the state television read their
coup statement. CNN Turk is
private television. Erdoğan
went to CNN Turk and joint
a live-stream with FaceTime
[6]. His call, calling people
to the streets, is actually a
turning moment in the coup.
[Shows clip.] When I saw this,
I thought, this guy is fleeing! Look at him, he is in the
middle of nowhere, just like
the ISIS execution video was
in the middle of nowhere, he
has a white curtain as background, he is the president and
he is in some kind of domestic environment. It is unclear
where he is. He is like: “It is
a minor section of the army
and they will not succeed.” I’m
like, sure sure sure, what I see
is that you’re fleeing. But then
he called people to go on the
streets, and that turned the
coup around. After Erdoğan’s
appearance, CNN Turk was
taken over by the army, as revenge. In terms of image, this
is a failing image, I think. But
in terms of media use, he did
it.
Merve: She really holds him.
Jana: She holds him, yes!
Amal: Why did she pick up at
all?
Everyone: [laughs.]
belit: They arranged for the
call. Look at this, you can see
people are calling her, too,
she’s getting other calls in the
meantime, the president continues talking but his image is
gone, now he’s back.
Everyone: [laughs].
Jana: It is such a great image, her perfectly manicured
hands, she looks so big next to
his small image, he is so small.
He looks desperate.
Merve: CNN Turk is one of his
TV channels...
belit: That’s right! I don’t
know how you read it, because
he didn’t go to state television,
he didn’t go to the most obvious channels, he went to CNN
Turk. Who of course are very
much pro Erdoğan. Which was
a clever choice, to not go to the
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state television, but a channel
who is not his channel but is
on his side.
Kim: If we look at how he is
represented at this moment,
he looks very tiny, he fits in
the hand of a manicured girl.
belit: Ha, yes! [Laughs.]
Ümit: The image itself is
quite saddening to see, if you
think that this the president
of a country on a smart phone
screen live on TV, and also how
the camera angle is, you look
down on him. That’s not the
kind of image that you would
see representing Erdoğan. After seeing this image, a lot of
people went to the streets. I
think it is a pity image. This
image was even more effective
than had it been the usual image, perhaps from a fancy hotel room, with Erdoğan facing
the camera directly. You can
sense a kind of humiliation in
this image. It also puts you in a
position as a citizen, it is such
a rare image, you wouldn’t see
the president in this place.
Kim: It seems important that
we can see him, too—not only
hear him speak. He could have
also just called, without image, and spoken to the people.
belit: People were comparing it in this sense to the coup
d’état, because the coup members only used WhatsApp
amongst them, and the coup
didn’t have a face even on
state television. As opposed to
Erdoğan using FaceTime, being on TV, showing his face.
Ümit: This might have been
a conscious decision, even
though it was a tiny image, a
tiny smart phone screen, he
wanted his face to look at people, to be visible to people.
Janneke: Yes, I think there is
the power of being present in
image. The rest was more abstract, news, numbers, soldiers
on the streets. But it remains
abstract.
(continued on Page 3)
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[Left: Background of the last scene of Se7en (1995). Right: Background of the execution video of James Foley by ISIS (2014)]

(continued from Page 2)
Maria: I also think that this
image connects to the images
we looked at earlier, where
you have two images in one,
or two media in one, a second layer kind of, an image in
an image. Because there is a
screen in a screen, the smart
phone screen in the TV screen,
it gives away something about
the working of media. It shows
that media have this function
of channeling, the TV presenter is channeling Erdoğan, it is
like a séance... the phone head
set that she is wearing. She
channels him into the image.
Everyone: [laughs.]
belit: Also, she constantly
says “My dear president, my
dear president.”
Maria: Are you saying she is
possessed? She is in trance?
[Laughs.]
belit: Also her eyes are a bit...
Everyone: [laughs.]
belit: I think she is loosing it,
she’s super panicking.
Maria: There is the function
of channeling, and transmission and circulation. And this
is what we see here, she needs
to channel him, to then be able
to transmit and circulate his
presence. She is a medium in
a medium. As a media image
this was incredible, I thought.
Ümit: Also when we think
of the circumstances of this
image—some 30 minutes or
so earlier, the national TV is
occupied, after this, helicopters land on the premise of
this TV station, CNN Turk,
and they will invade also
this TV station. But this image is in-between those two
moments. The two women
are in a position, that should
the coup be successful, their

lives are on the line. With
this image, they are taking an
anti-coup position. And their
faces are there.
Maria: It is almost a moment
of self-sacrifice, for the president, you mean?
Ümit: They could have also
left without taking any responsibility.
Kim: So the TV presenter relies herself on the success of
the image.
Ümit: She relies on the image,
while co-producing it.
—
Barbara: I have a question,
because there were a lot of
speculations that the coup
was staged?
belit: I don’t believe that.
Erdoğan is very opportunistic,
he is definitely using the situation to his advantage. But I
don’t think he staged the coup.
I don’t think he would like to
be in the position of the loser.
If you look at this image, I
don’t think he would like to
look like he’s fleeing, that he’s
forced to improvise. He wants
to have power and control, but
he was caught in such a moment, that he couldn’t control
his image at this moment.
Now, in the aftermath, we see
that he could control his message though.
Amal: I thought it was
interesting that it taps
into the contemporary use
of the image, that in the end,
there was no pity in this, and it
was the ultimate power move.
Like, wherever you are, I will
be able to come into the centre of it. And then still speak
to you, and control you, and
manage that all of you go onto

the streets demonstrating for
me. Erdoğan tele-commands,
literally. It is interesting because there is layered, other
and different truths happeing
at the same time. There is the
version told in the Western
media, there is the one in the
Turkish media. There is this
personality disorder happening, in terms of critical journalism.
Merve: This TV station
showed penguins during the
protests!
Everyone: [laughs.]
—
belit: [Shows another video,
7.] This is after Erdoğan’s appearance on TV, I am not
sure how much later exactly.
[Translates TV presenter from
the video:] “We can hear a
helicopter land in the garden
of the TV station, the soldiers are coming to the TV
studio, by force, we continue
our broadcast until they take
over.” And then this goes on

for about 1,5 hours, it starts
with the presenter we see
here, and then they empty the
studio. [Skips forwards in the
video.] Now the soldiers are in
the building, we see the same
image, the TV studio, but the
sounds change. The soldiers
arrived, the police arrived,
and then the crowds arrived,
and it becomes a whole clash.
And on TV we can only hear
what is happening, it is like a
zombie apocalypse movie. The
broadcast stays on all the time
through. The soldiers arrived,
but they didn’t know how to
turn off the broadcast.
Kim: It is even more dramatic,
because we cannot see what is
happening.
belit: Yes, I agree! Exactly!
[Skips forward in the video].
Now we can hear the crowd
arrive, you can hear chants
“God is Great.” And then at
one moment, we can see this
random stranger enter the studio. He kind of hangs around,
chants, sings slogans, he is so
high! He thinks he has a microphone, then
he walks towards the back
of the studio
and receives a
phone call, he
really is a bit
high!
Amal:
There
is
something
[6]
about the image that makes
people
have,
you know, this
desire to be factual, while at
the same time
it is manipulated and manipulative. In
[7]
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the politics of the image there
is so much of this desire to
frame it. How does one deal
with it, when there are many
truths happening at the same
time—like with this scenario
here, there is so many different truths. What is the reality?
It seems like there is multiple
realities depending on where
you stand.
Merve: Also, what do those
see that don’t have a TV and
don’t follow this happening
live on TV? For us it was completely different. The framing.
My experience is completely
different than watching these
images. I was in Istanbul during the coup, I had not seen
these images before now. I am
shocked, I had not watched
this before.
Amal: Do you feel that the
question of the framing is
also where the violence comes
in? Because the image mostly
doesn’t come alone, it comes
with sound, our own conditioning, and all these other
layers.
Merve: Of course, those that
don’t have a TV at home, we
have a different set of images
that for us represents the coup.
Ümit: I felt incredibly violated
when I watched this live, in
front of the TV. That violation, a violation of a social
contract—that you think you
rely your life on, on a daily
basis. And when this gets violated, how you put yourself in
relation to reality and social
structures. And a coup attempt is exactly that, because
it takes away every definition
around you. Someone comes
and takes it away. This clip is
incredibly violating, terrorizing. That was my feeling.
belit: But also, when you
think of how violence is usually defined—that this is
an image that, without the
sounds, seems completely banal and empty. And then as
soon as you hear the audio it
is so disturbing. And it is actually very violent. Not only because there is violence taking
place outside of the frame, but
because of the fact that you
are watching it. You are confronted with these sounds, and
it is very comparable to physi-
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cally violent images.
Merve: The suspense.
belit: An expanded definition
of violence.
Amal: But also language, and
the power of who the language
speaks to, who can understand it. Even if one hears the
sound, it does not mean that
you can decode it. And there
is a certain sense of authenticity or directness in the sense
that if you speak Turkish you
can decode it. To a not Turkish
speaking ear this could also
sound like merely heavy discussion.
Femke: What I think is interesting in these two videos of
the coup, it is moments within
an organized situation that
are not planned. And people
have to deal with that, that
this is broadcasted live. If
we compare this to the ISIS
video, which is very directed,
and has a cinematography.
This chaos, or how would you
call it, this spontaneous moment, or break-down, being
broadcasted, during the coup,
during the take-over of this
TV station, this really makes
adrenalin rush through my
veins, not knowing what to do
with that moment.
Julia: It is like this for everybody, I think.
Femke: Yes, because you don’t
know the agenda and the ideology that they’re pushing.
And in the ISIS video that is
very clear, it is a propaganda
video.
belit: The ISIS video is like
a movie scene, it is staged.
Everything was controlled
and precise, they chose the
moment to execute him. The
take-over of the TV station is a
completely different situation.
Femke: I think it is interesting how we relate, or don’t relate, to things when they are
happening. Somehow they
don’t really come across, or
something.
Lucy: This video leaves me
much more room to fill things
in, because I don’t get an image of it. This is how suspense
works, it is the imagination
that creates the image.
(continued on Page 5)
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A{{ociative material{ (I)
BELIT SAĞ –
“By capturing something of the
disturbance, [the camera] had
been the first to go over to the
other side, more out of curiosity
than resolve.” The narrator says
in Videograms of a Revolution
(1992) by Harun Farocki and Andrei Ujica.
This is the voice over when
we see a technical disturbance
during CaeuŞescu’s last speech,
which coincides with the moment
when he realizes that there is unrest in the crowd, and the look in

CaeuŞescu’s face changes. This is
called by many the moment communism collapsed in Eastern Europe.
The camera captures the disturbance, but the TV screens don’t
show it, they cut the broadcast,
they withheld the image. The
TV screens don’t broadcast the
source or consequence of that disturbance. Once the crowd is under
control –sort of–, the broadcast
shows what the camera shows.
The moment that the image could
be dangerous or not under control, it is cut. ♦

A{{ociative material{ (II)
BELIT SAĞ –
“The camera demands for the
pain to be reenacted, people in
pain to cry, to mourn physically,
or at least people to word their
pain to the camera... if not, the
pain is not visible (!) ... But as the
cameraperson, when someone
cries, I find it difficult to keep recording, I stop recording.” (Oktay
İnce, documentary film maker)
“If psycho-theraphy is to go
back to the moment before the
traumatic event happened, and to
come slowly towards today trying
to undo the trauma; if justice is to

go back to the moment that the
unjustice hadn’t happened... what
do images do? What can be done
with the images? Can they help
people undo their trauma? Or
do they bring people to the traumatic event over and over again,
restlessly exploding those bombs
over and over, cutting the throats
over and over...?” (Oktay İnce)
This becomes a choice one has
to make when creating and circulating moving images, thinking about what they do, what
role they play and what role the
image-maker plays... ♦

A{{ociative material{ (III)
BELIT SAĞ –
I listened to a podcast about
the mourning and commemoration processes that are organized
by governments/nation states.
These events are mostly organized to define what is memorable
and what not, to define how and
with what to remember a traumatic event. Images when coming from the oppressor have the
same agenda—which images and

whose images are the ones to remember, in what order, and how…
There are many images that pretend they are on the side of the
oppressed, while the makers of
those images are not emphatizing
with the oppressed. Rather these
images are often attempts to hide
who the makers actually are. This
is a way of establishing who they
are in the eyes of the public, and
it is often done through images. ♦

A{{ociative material{ (IV)
EDWARD SAID – CULTURE flected, contested, and even for a
time decided in narrative. As one
AND IMPERIALISM (1993)
critic has suggested, nations are
The main battle in imperialism themselves narrations. The power
is over land, of course; but when to narrative, or to block other narit came to who owned the land, ratives from forming and emergwho had the right to settle and ing, is very important to culture
work on it, who kept it going, and imperialism, and constitutes
who won it back, and who plans one of the main connections beits future - these issues were re- tween them. ♦
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(continued from Page 4)
Maria:

belit, you said earlier
that you don’t want to show
violent images in your work,
and I am very curious about
this. Since one of the kind of
dilemmas in the critique of
violence is the representation
of violence, that you have to
repeat, re-produce, and re-present the violence and the power structure it stands for, that
the critique first brings a recirculation of power in order
to then be able to criticize it.
Perhaps it relates to the image
of the TV station take-over,
too, because it is an image of
violence, but the depiction, or
the power, is not so clear or
obvious.
belit: I am still figuring this
out. What has been one of
my principles is that I don’t
show somebody’s dead body.
Because, this person is victimized, and it is important
to give dignity to this person,
be respectful to people who
are victimized. I don’t want to
show the corpses, considering
precisely that this person has
been a person. I want to relate
to that person as a person, to
who that person was. I am still
thinking about these videos,
that’s also why I brought them
here, I am still figuring out
what to think of them. And in
my videos, I have never used
the footage of James Foley. I
mean not the beheading, but
also not him next to the ISIS
fighter. It’s really about dignifying the humiliated and
victimized. Because there is
an hierarchy of images, there

is a certain regime. I am trying to find ways of creating
alternative images. I’d rather
show a black screen and talk
about an image than showing
the image. But of course I am
aware that if I withhold the
information of the image, this
could make you imagine even
worse things, as we also just
talked about. I just don’t want
to be repeating the image,
again and again. This makes
me think of my video Ayhan
and me. A Kurdish person
was killed and his body was
dragged behind a military
car. What happened was that
everyone circulated those images online, and his family
was like, Don’t do this, there
are other images of him, there
is images of him smiling, we
have those images, please circulate these images. It is really
important to try and approach
these things as human issues.
I really think it is important
to remember these things and
keep remembering them and
remembering them in context. Not to take them out of
contexts, since it is a whole
history one has to face. The
violent history of Turkey, in
this case—if Turkey had dealt
with this history, I believe,
there would be so much less
violence in that country. People just put the context aside…
yes, this person has been
killed, yes, this person’s rights
has been violated, who did it,
what happened, and who this
person was, what images we
have seen of him/her. ♦
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In loo{e thought re{pon{e
MERVE BEDIR —
real coup attempt in Turkey.
‘KING OF CASINOS’ HOW
RESILIENT IS THE IMAGE?
For me those images and videos of the opening presentation were fascinating. Inspired from
them, I will try to
explore some of the
questions that belit’s
presentation
raised in my head:
(1) to what extend
could an image tell
us about the infrastructure to a certain crisis?
[Crime scene of the
‘King of Casino’s’ murder]^
(2) how far can an
image subvert the
As the opening presentation assumptions and perceptions
of the collaborative talk, belit of reality for the truth of the
confronted us with images we ideology/politics?
would avoid seeing in printed,
(3) can images as represendigital or social media; images tations of certain ideologies/
from distant places that we politics assimilate our percepcouldn’t imagine. Re-connect- tions?
ing different sides of our vision
and experience through image,
I will try to do this using two
in this case, images of the deep images and by narrating a stostate (colonizer) and the ma- ry from a far-away-country.
jor minority, she also brought
together the different realities
This text should be read in re(of politics), which have been sponse to belit’s opening presfalsely separated.
entation at the Side Room, and
complementary to the collaboThe collaborative conversa- rative talk that followed her
tion not focusing enough on presentation.
the images/videos in belit’s
opening presentation or on the
—
videos she had shared with us
on the facebook event page,
‘King of Casinos’—The politibut more on the images of the cal history of a far-away-counrecent coup attempt in Turkey try between 1993-1996
was surprising for me; I guess, I
should have expected that eveIn a far-away-country, it is
ryone will be curious to hear/
(continued from Page 6)
discuss more about the hyper-

A{{ociative material{ (V)
FRED MOTEN — BLACK the photograph might mean
for politics, and what those
MO’ NIN’
aesthetics might have meant
From: IN THE BREAK, 2003
for Mamie Till Bradley in the
This is to say not only look context of her demand that her
at it but look at it in the con- son’s face be seen, be shown,
text of an aesthetics, look at that his death and her mournit as if it were to be looked ing be performed.
...
at, as if it were to be thought,
therefore, in terms of a kind of
His casket was opened, his
beauty, a kind of detachment, face was shown, is seen—now
independence, autonomy, that in the photograph—and alholds open the question of lowed to open a revelation
what looking might mean in that first is manifest in the
general, what the aesthetics of shudder the shutter contin-

ues to produce, the trembling,
a general disruption of the
ways in which we gaze at the
face and at the dead, a disruption of the oppressive ethics
and coercive law of reckless
eyeballing, reckless whistling,
which contains within it a
call, the disruption of the disruption that would have captured, an arrest of the spirit
that arrests, a repetitive close.
Memory—bound to the way
the photograph holds up what
it proposes, stops, keeps—is

given pause, because what we
thought we could look at for
the last time and hold holds us,
captures us, and doesn’t let us
go. And why is the memory of
this mutilated face, reconfiguration of what was embedded
in some furtive and partial
glance’s refusal, so much more
horrible, the distortion magnified even more than the already incalculable devastation
of the actual body? ♦
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possible to transcribe everything through the transformation of the construction sector and the cities. The 1980s
liberal politics was behind
this new correlation; and undocumented economy that had
been very active in other sectors before the 80s moved onto
construction. The economical
development of this far-awaycountry has become strongly
dependent on construction and
urban growth.
The PM of this far-awaycountry used to refer to the
Basque model as a lesson to
learn from, for the major minority in their country, while
at home she would preach
about a list of 60 major minority business persons, who they
knew were helping ‘terrorists,’ adding that the struggle
against this ‘terrorist organisation’ and those who support
them financially, would continue.
Between 1993 and 1996, in
this far-away-country, there
was an enormous increase in
the number of assassinations
and mistery murders. Riots and
attacks to minority neighbourhoods, village evacuations,
mass graves were other unresolved incidents of those years.
Some very significant journalists, writers and researchers,
cultural figures, but also business persons were murdered
during those three years. One
of those people was nicknamed
the ‘King of Casinos.’
Why was the King of Casinos, this far-away-land’s first
North
American-Italian-inspired ‘godfather,’ killed? Some
people suggested because he
belonged to a major minority,
some connected it to his rejection to bribe the deep state.
Years later, the fingerprints
found on the gun in the crime
scene was claimed to belong
to a famous deep state figure, although at first another
shadow-hired-gunman of deep
state was arrested for the murder.
The first time King of Casinos’ name was oozed, privati-
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sation had been under process
on the State Naval Works in
the north part of the far-awaycountry’s major city. It was
September 1994, when another
58 pieces of this public property was sold through a closed
tender. The company of the
King of Casinos won the tender of the State Naval Works
‘north city’ properties, which
weren’t approved yet for the
private right to use, and were
located right next to a bay
owned by the PM.
A year after the privatisation process, the zoning and
land use plans for the north
city were completed, which
declared the properties of the
King of Casinos as (natural reserve) protected zone, with a
strict ban of any building activity. In 1996, while the same
PM was in the office, the Ministry of Tourism initiated the
work towards a circular that
aimed to bring all casinos of
the city together in the north
city, where the King of Casinos’ land was located. However, later on, the PM shifted
their opinion radically to close
down all casinos in the country. The King of Casinos was
murdered in July the same
year.
What is happening in the
north city, now?
This month’s The Economist published an interview
with the two sons of the PM
of the 1990s period of the faraway-country. The interview
is about their family company
that functions in a variety of
sectors from food to real estate, including three hotels
in the heart of the major city,
and another big residential
project under construction in
the north city. One of the sons
mentions that finally this year
they started and will continue
construction in their bay in the
north city, where they have
owned land for 20 years, and
thanks to the Northern City
Plan (of the current president),
north city residences’ real estate value has been raised by
20%.
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Today, the images are presented to us as
objects;
they
are
separated
from the possible gestalt with
the
ideology/
[North city residential project of the 1990s PM’s sons’
politics behind
company, as advertised in lifestyle sections of newspapers
them, from the
today]
values or corThe Northern City Plan lift- ruption embedded in them.
ed the decision of the natu- They substitute for feelings, or
ral reserve protected zone in even the truth. We don’t debate
north city and opened it for images, we consume them. beconstruction. This plan has lit makes us think about where
also made it possible to build this ‘conflict’ comes from.
on
once-the-gambling-city- Adorno once stated that the
dreams of the King of Casinos ideology of the photograph
in the same area. The sons of has a borderline characteristic,
that period’s PM are realising that it is of our stubborn daily
that dream now, through a dif- life and the naked lie about its
ferent land use program. Un- meaning, slightly suggested in
documented economy (which the infrastructure of our daily
also included the operation of life. This is a crucial statement
casinos then), a major econom- for all of us to consider, as we
ical development tool of the enjoy the commodities of co80s, was controlled by the state lonialism and imperialism, inthrough publicly renouncing cluding narratives of security
and forbidding it in the 90s; and citizenship. Our relationwhose spaces have been re- ship to action and experience
produced by the construction is determined based on these
economy. Many actors of the assimilated perceptions.
undocumented economy of
How much of beyond-thethe 80s were murdered by deep
state’s gunmen, and construc- frame is represented within
tion economy replaced and/or the frame? How far can we
absorbed the undocumented read the image without a critical observation of the context?
economy.
How far can an image present
a network of relations that cre—
ate a certain condition?
belit had said during ‘Do
What does an image mean
fictive images have tangible
consequences?’ we explore in- when we look at it 5 years
formally, associatively and col- later, 15 years later, 100 years
laboratively the politics of the later…
image; what it means to us and
How resilient is the image?
how it affects us, our lives and
♦
realities…’
When we saw the photo of
the broken car from the crime
References:
scene of King of Casino’s mur1. The original of the piece on the
der in the newspapers (1996),
murder of the King of Casinos was
we took for granted the borpublished here:
www.turnusol.biz/public/makale.asp
derline characteristic of this
x?id=9244&pid=19&makale=Las+Ve
image, on the one hand he was
gas+Kilyos
a mafia leader who was driv2. Theodor W. Adorno, Dialectics of
ing his own car home after
Enlightenment (1944)
3. King of Casinos’ murder, crime
another gambling night in his
scene photo: www.posta.com.tr
casino, on the other hand the
4. Park One, north city residential
photo was taken from an angle
project render image, montaged with
that was telling us about how
the hired gunman of deep state. Render image appeared in: www.aksam.
he might have been shot.
com.tr
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Do fictive images
have tangible consequences?
A collective talk with belit sağ
During Do fictive images have tangible consequences? we
explored informally, associatively and collaboratively the
politics of the image; what it means to us and how it
affects us, our lives and realities.
Merve Bedir contributes to this pamphlet in
loose thought response.

